
Optikos pasaulis is typically the largest optician network in
Lithuania
 

Optikos pasaulis offering hearing attention products along with an extremely wide selection of

optical products : spectacle frames, sun glasses, contacts and some other spectacle care

products. Within addition to of which we offer solutions like vision modification consultations

with our own doctors of eye-sight science and eyeglasses fitting by certified opticians. Our

company is in addition experts with regards to insurance for glasses or perhaps professional

sports eyeglasses for athletes. The product range includes about 5000 various kinds of

glasses from a lot more than 70 most famous brands in Europe for example RayBan, Oakley

sunglasses, Gucci etc. 

 

The effective management technique allows us to be able to attract specialists through

around Lithuania who else can enable you to locate glasses game your current style. We

present glasses online, which is a very convenient method to shop for spectacles without

leaving the house and being in front of any computer screen. 
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spectacles are certainly not just eyeglasses - they will be stylish accessories that help us see

even better! 

instructions 23 years of experience; 

- The largest optician network in Lithuania; 

- We are all over Lithuania; 

instructions Most likely the largest variety of optical merchandise - spectacle support frames,

sunglasses, disposable lenses : and other stage show care products; 

-- Mostly qualified professionals in the field of optics. 

instructions The largest optician string in Lithuania; 

All of us are the ones who permit you to observe better! 

 

- eyeglasses; 

- spectacles; 

instructions lenses. 

 

If you have any queries regarding our services or want to leave your opinion please do not

really hesitate to make contact with us by email, all of us will be content to answer just about

all of your concerns and respond simply because soon as possible! Also feel free to follow all

of us Facebook and Vimeo for more news about Optikos pasaulis network!: ) 

 

-- eye surgery consultations; 

: glasses fitting by licensed opticians; 

instructions insurance for glasses or professional athletics glasses for sports athletes; 

- online shopping of glasses. 
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OBJECTIVE 

Give the client good eyesight in addition to hearing in any kind of situation every day. 

 

VISION 

As the greatest optician network in Lithuania that offers the wide selection regarding optical

services and products. In order to always have qualified specialists who could help you find

glasses that will match your look. Plus to make confident that shopping for spectacles is easy

in addition to convenient - on-line or in 1 in our stores! 

 

PRINCIPLES 

We at Optikos pasaulis believe that will good eyesight and hearing are essential with regard

to a happy existence. That is the reason why we knuckle down every single day to offer you

the best suited services and products to be able to our clients. We all also believe throughout

being honest, trustworthy and providing quality care. http://www.invest-in-kaunas.lt/kodel-

reikalingi-spalvoti-kontaktiniai-lesiai/ These beliefs guide us as we continue growing our

business throughout Lithuania. Thank you for choosing Optikos pasaulis!: ) 

 

- Optometrist : an eye medical professional who can detect and treat numerous diseases of

typically the eyes. In addition they recommend glasses, lenses and even other vision helps; 

- Dispenser optician - an expert in optics who else assists clients using selecting spectacle

casings, sunglasses or call lenses and also fitting them properly. A dispenser optician can

also recommend maintenance systems for your glasses; 

- Audiologist instructions an experienced professional who has been conditioned to check

hearing acuity in addition to hear loss over time by applying special equipment such as

audiometers or perhaps stethoscopes. 

 

An audiologist will then evaluate if there is any damage caused coming from prolonged

contact with deafening noises like music concerts or business machinery noise from work

etc.; 

When you have any questions with regards to our services or want to abandon your opinion

remember to never hesitate to contact us. 

 

To earn the total trust of customers, to get the network regarding opticians in Lithuania that

best suits customer needs and to maintain its top position. 

 

 

Vision attention is something that will should be considered genuine - make confident you
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visit the optometrist at least one time some sort of year to have your eyesight inspected. It's

especially crucial if you work in an industry in which there is plenty of noise (industrial or

construction workers, artists etc. ), as prolonged exposure in order to loud noises may cause

injury to the hearing after some time. Audiologists can test out your reading acuity and

identify whether there will be any permanent destruction. At Optikos pasaulis, we want to

help a person keep your perspective and hearing wholesome, so you can easily enjoy life to

the fullest!: ) 

 

We now have a wide selection of optical goods that will match any style - from classic and

elegant frames to modern day and funky sunglasses. We also have contact lenses in all

shapes and dimensions, as well while prescription and low prescription glasses. In case

you're searching for cool sunglasses that could guard your eyes although playing sports, we

now have got you protected! https://www.kmusa.lt/kaip-kovoti-su-trumparegyste/ The Optics

Globe team strives to supply each customer together with the highest quality companies,

companies service that will meet their anticipation. 

 

 

We would like to be typically the go-to optician system for all your current vision needs, thus

please contact us all!: ) 
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